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Market review - September 2018 

Asset classes are starting to behave in different ways, as we move into a new stage of the risk cycle.  
 
Up until April, the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index were moving broadly in tandem, both 
responding positively as investors were happy to take on more risk. However, since April, their relationship 
has broken down. US equities have since hit new highs and emerging markets have continued to move lower. 
 
Around the same time, we saw a similar pattern as Italian and German government bond yields, which had 
been converging towards for the previous twelve months, saw their relationship break down too, as the spread 
between Italian and German government bonds widened materially.  
 
What was the trigger for these events and were they related? There are a number of similarities. Tighter US 
liquidity, in the form of a stronger US dollar (which moved higher in April and May) and rising US interest rates 
introduces a more punishing backdrop for assets generally and forces investors to be more discerning: ‘the 
survival of the fittest’. 
 
This is relevant here as debt sustainability is becoming more of a focus, especially when a turbulent domestic 
political environment limits the authorities ability to build consensus around effective crisis-fighting policy 
measures.  Italy is not alone in this respect and a number of emerging markets – e.g. South Africa, Turkey and 
Brazil - find themselves in a similar situation.   
 
How can this inform us going forward? The economic environment looks pretty robust globally with above 
trend growth and inflation only edging upwards slowly. Central banks are keen to exit Quantitative Easing and, 
particularly the Fed, has been pretty clear on the type of rate profile they envisage, i.e. rates moving up gently 
but consistently. So far so good: this is pretty supportive for financial markets generally. 
 
However, politics is a different ball game. Markets have always struggled to price political risk, especially in 
the new world of politics where the period of traditional parties passing traditional policies feels long gone. 
More populist, nationalist and fragmented political landscapes are even more difficult to gauge. Markets are 
more sensitive to political risk now and it’s not going away anytime soon, with a fairly full pipeline of events 
coming up, including US mid-terms, Italian budget proposals, Brexit negotiations and a Brazilian election.  
 
Our approach is to manage political risk with a well-balanced spread of assets.  We do not try to generate 
returns from political events which are even more difficult to predict than economic news.  It is important to 
remain aware of political events particularly those that may have fundamental, long term implications for 
investors.  However we also need maintain a healthy perspective, to look through the noise and stay focused 
on our goals.  Politicians tend to have shorter term priorities (i.e. getting re-elected!) than investors and it’s 
important that we don’t get too distracted by the rhetoric in daily news headlines. Our aim is to build 
sustainable portfolio strategies and we look to invest with fund managers who have a similar philosophy.  
 
Please contact us if you would like to review your investments 
Kind Regards 
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